What Are Your Data Needs?

- Data needs can be historical (such as how have our enrollment numbers changed over time), immediate (we need to know who is coming tomorrow for orientation), or predictive (how many seats will we need in our introductory sequence next year). Often it is a combination of these types.

- Most of this data can be found using pre-built dashboards or added under Student.

Some Example Questions for a Basic Data Framework

### Freshmen/Transfer Students

- **Orientation Rosters**
  - Who is coming?

- **UA Placement Scores**
  - What courses are they eligible for?

- **AP/IB/Dual Enrollment/Transfer Credit**
  - What courses in the degree program are already completed? Does this change which courses they are eligible for?

### Sophomores & Juniors

- **Major-specific requirements**
  - Moving from pre-program to major—what course(s) do they need completed, and with what requirements?* Do they need a certain grade, gpa, etc.?

- **Milestone course(s)**
  - When do they need the courses, and what are the requirements?
  - Enrollment prediction in departmental courses—what is the course progression, and how many seats are needed?*

- **Probation**
  - Rosters—who are the probation students?
  - B-deficits for the students
  - Disqualification—which students are eligible?

### Seniors

- **Graduation Rosters**
  - Who is eligible for graduation?
  - Are they enrolled in the required courses to graduate?*

- **Degree check**
  - Who has/has not completed the degree check?*

- **Alumni Data**
  - What data do we want to keep/track on our alumni?*

### References

- UAccess Analytics Dashboard > Student
- UAccess Community > Student Forums
- UAccess Student

*Other data may need special reports built specifically for your department.

### Contacts

- Christina Dentel at cdentel@email.arizona.edu
- Steve Singkofer at stevenjs@email.arizona.edu
- Analytics Forum on the UAccess Community